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Abstract: This research report introduces the fundamental concepts of the Unit Graphs
mathematical framework that is designed to reconcile the Meaning-Text Model (MTM) and the
Conceptual Graphs formalism (CGs), in order to represent, query, and reason formalized linguistic
knowledge. Despite seeming similar, one cannot use GCs to natural to formalize the MTM. Indeed,
a linguistic unit may be multi-typed (i.e., is an instance of concept types), and dually, links its
actants in an utterance representation (i.e., is a n-ary relation). How shall we revise the basis of
the CGs mathematical framework in order to take into account the duality of units ?

Key-words: Linguistic Knowledge Representation, Meaning-Text Theory, Conceptual Graphs,
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Le formalisme mathématique des graphes d’unités
Résumé : Nous introduisons les concepts fondamentaux du formalisme des Graphes d’Unités,
conçu pour concilier le modèle Sens-Texte (MST) et le formalisme des Graphes Conceptuels (GC)
afin de représenter, interroger, et raisonner des connaissances linguistiques formalisées. Bien que
ressemblants, il n’est pas naturel d’utiliser les GCs pour formaliser le MST. En effet, une unité
linguistique peut être multi-typée (i.e., est une instance de types de concepts), et de manière
duale, lie ses actants dans une représentation d’énoncé (i.e., est une relation n-aire). Comment
doit-on revoir les bases du formalisme mathématique des GCs pour prendre en compte cette
dualité des unités ?

Mots-clés : Représentation de Connaissances Linguistiques, Théorie Sens-Texte, Graphes
Conceptuels, Graphes d’Unités
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1 Introduction
This research report introduces the fundamental concepts of the Unit Graphs mathematical
framework that is designed to reconcile the highly linguistically precise Meaning-Text Theory
(MTT) (c.f. for instance Polguère, 1998) and the Conceptual Graph (CG) formalism Sowa
(1984); Chein and Mugnier (2008), in order to represent, query, and reason formalized linguistic
knowledge such as the Explanatory Combinatorial Dictionaries (ECDs), Dependency Grammar
(DepG), and linguistic representations à la MTT at different representation levels.

The MTT is against the mainstream with respect to other modern linguistic theories because
it is mainly focused on the lexicon and not on the grammar. The MTT lexicon is called ECD
(c.f. for instance Mel’čuk, 1999; Mel’čuk, 2006). Only a few past or current projects consisted
in implementing the ECD, the following list of projects is categorized according to the level of
computerization:

• Simple computerization. Projects NADIA-DEC Sérasset (1997), Dicouèbe Polguere
(2000), DicoInfo and DicoEnviro L’Homme (2008), and RLF Lux-Pogodalla and Polguère
(2011) for French, DiCE Alonso Ramos (2003) for Spanish. These projects are mainly
focused towards lexicographic edition. As such, the ECD is only computerized, and not
formalized thus one cannot reason over linguistic knowledge. These projects would benefit
from such a formalization, as it would ease the lexicographers task. Indeed, it would be
possible to check that a set of constraints is satisfied, or to suggest preliminary drafts for
articles for instance.

• Computerization and formalization. ETAP-3 Apresian et al. (2003); Boguslavsky
et al. (2004) for Russian, English and Arabic, is a proprietary natural language process-
ing system. Its applications are among others machine translation. Linguistic knowledge
are asserted, and linguistic and grammatical rules are directly formalized in first order logic.

The French Lexical Network (FLN) starts to partially formalize definitions using the markup
type that has been developed in the Definiens project Barque and Polguère (2008); Barque et al.
(2010), but none of the above projects completed the computerization nor the formalization of
lexical unit lexicographic definitions as the MTT wants them to be, which is as minimal semantic
decomposition graphs.

Among knowledge representation formalisms, the CGs formalism1 Sowa (1984); Chein and
Mugnier (2008) has many similarities with the MTT (c.f., table 1). Actually, works that origi-
nally inspired these two models have a non-null intersection: Tesnière (1959). What’s more, Sowa
(1989) early suggested to introduce type definition of concepts and relations that do look similar
to lexical units definitions in the ECD. Later on Leclère (1998) also worked on the possibility
to reason with type and concept definitions. Two communities have been formed around these
two models, one in the linguistic field, and the other in the knowledge representation field. A
formalization of the MTT using the CGs would thus enable to formally represent, manipulate,
query and reason linguistic knowledge such as ECDs, lexical and grammatical rules, and utter-
ance representations at different representation levels.

Moreover, the ULiS project Lefrançois and Gandon (2011a,b) envisioned a MTT-compliant
pivot-based multilingual knowledge base architecture, using the semantic web formalisms. As
Corby et al. (2000); Baget et al. (2010) presented possible transformations between CG and
RDF/S, one could adapt the architecture described in the ULiS project to CGs, and thus:

1CGs in their basic version represent concept type instances interconnected by n-ary relations.

RR n° 8212



6 Maxime Lefrançois

Through the [Universal Linguistic System (ULiS)], a user could interact with
an interlingual knowledge base (IKB) in controlled natural language. Linguistic re-
sources themselves [would be] part of a specific IKB: The Universal Lexical Knowledge
base (ULK), so that actors may enhance their controlled natural language, through
requests in controlled natural language.

Unfortunately, one cannot formalize the MTT with CGs in a natural manner, here are two
reasons for that:

• A unit type in the MTT is formalizable à priori as a concept type as it is instanciated in
linguistic situations. On the other hand, if this unit type is predicative (i.e., has actant
slots) it may in a dual manner be formalized as a n-ary relation, such that one of its
instances is linked to its actants. CGs thus don’t allow to naturally represent this duality
and hence the notion of linguistic predicate.

• In the theory of actants (c.f., Mel’čuk, 2004a,b) developed with the MTT, it is possible
that the set of actant slots of a predicative unit type differ from that of another unit type
from which it is derived. 2. Yet, the specification of concept types and relation types in
the CGs formalism (i.e., the support) imposes that two relations with different arity are
incomparable. One thus cannot use the natural inheritance mechanism in the context of a
predicative unit type.

Meaning-Text Theory (MTT) Conceptual Graphs (CGs)
Explanatory Combinatorial Dictionary (ECD) Support

Lexicographic Definitions Concept and relation types definitions
Linguistic and Grammatical rules Rules

Utterance representations Conceptual Graphs

Table 1: Manifest similarities between the MTT and CGs

This research report introduces the fundamental concepts of a novel mathematical framework
called Unit Graphs 3 to reconcile the MTT and the CG formalism. The research question here
is thus:

How shall we revise the basis of the CGs mathematical formalism
so that it complies with the MTT?

This research question may be decomposed in several sub-questions that we address in this
research report:

a) What mathematical structure for a unit types hierarchy and their actant slots ?

b) How to extend the hierarchy of unit types to multi-typing ?

c) What about circumstantial dependencies ?

2For instance, the predicative meaning unit type pto rainq may be defined from pto fallq but its actant slots
pwhat fallsq and pfrom where it fallsq are freezed to pwater dropsq and psky/cloudq.

3Unit here is a thus a generalization of linguistic unit, itself a generalization of different kinds of unit types
and for different utterance representation levels (e.g., meaning unit, lexical unit, grammatical unit, word)

Inria
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d) What would be a formal representation of utterance representations ?

As the Unit Graphs (UGs) mathematical framework is mainly conceived for linguistic ap-
plications, we will often use examples out of one of the linguistic representation levels from the
MTT. We thus borrow and slightly extend the Meaning-Text notation system in this document:

S– Surface D– Deep
–Sem– Semantic –Syn– Syntactic
–Morph– Morphologic –Phon– Phonologic
L– Lexical –G– Grammatical
–U Unit –UT Unit Type
rfallsL a specific SynLUT rpresentsG a specific SynGUT
rfalls

present : ˚ a specific SynLU pballq a specific SemUT
pballq : ˚ a specific SemU

As a running example, let us consider the very simple sentence The cat falls gently of a soft

blanket. In this example, pfallq : ˚ is a generic sense unit having type the semantic unit type
pfallq. The following figure represents a Semantic representation of the utterance.

pfallq : ˚

ppresentq : ˚

pcatq : ˚

pdefiniteq : ˚

pblanketq : ˚

pindefiniteq : ˚

pgentlyq : ˚

psoftq : ˚

what

where
mod

tim

def

def
mod

Figure 1: Semantic representations of utterance The cat falls gently on a soft blanket

The rest of this research report is organized as follows. We first introduce and study Primitive
Unit Types (PUTs) (§2), then we will extend their definitions and results to Conjunctive Unit
Types (CUTs), and will introduce a hierarchy of CUTs (§3) and characterize it (§4). Section
5 will be devoted to the introduction of a hierarchy of Circumstancial Dependency Symbols
(CSymbols), and the definition of UGs per se.

RR n° 8212



8 Maxime Lefrançois

2 Primitive Unit Types (PUTs)
In the mathematical formalism of Unit Graphs (UGs), we establish a clear distinction which is
crucial to be understood between unit types and units:

• Nodes of a UG are units, and they have one or more types.

• A unit is an instance of a unit type;

• In the formalized version of the ECD, we will describe unit types;

Unlike the CGs formalism, every type may be considered bot as a concept (i.e., it has in-
stances), and as a n-ary relation (i.e., il lie des instances). As described in this research report,
unit types enable units categorization, and also the specification of how units must be linked in
a UG.

This section first introduces atomic types which are called Primitive Unit Types (PUTs),
and then introduces notions used to characterize glsplput as n-ary relation: Participant Slots
(PSlots) (§2.2), Hidden Slots (HSlots) (§2.3), Actant Slots (ASlots) (§2.4), and signatures (§2.5).

Inria
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2.1 Definition of PUTs
The atoms of unit types are called Primitive Unit Types (PUTs) and are chosen among a finite
set denoted T and defined as follows.

Definition 2.1 (PUT Set). A PUT Set is a disjoint union denoted T def
“ Tdeclared ŸtJu ŸtKu,

where Tdeclared is a finite set of declared PUTs, J is the prime universal PUT, and K is the prime
absurd PUT.

As is classically done in knowledge representation for types and relations, we introduce a pre-
order À over the set T which models a specialization relation, e.g., pto rainq À pto fallq means
that pto rainq is more specific than pto fallq (more specific semantically here). The pre-order over
the set of PUTs is induced by a set CT of comparisons of PUTs.

Definition 2.2 (Pre-order over T). The PUT set is pre-ordered by a relation À, which is
induced by a set CT

def
“ Casserted Y CJ Y CK Ď T2 where Casserted Ď T2 is the set of asserted

comparisons, CJ
def
“ tpJ, tqutPT, and CK

def
“ tpt,KqutPT. pT,CTq is a directed graph on T. Let

C˚Tbe the reflexo-transitive closure of CT, i.e., pt, t1q P C˚T iif t1 is a descendant of t in CT. The
pre-order relation À is equal to C˚T, i.e., @t, t1 P T, t1 À t iif pt, t1q P C˚T.

By construction, the set of PUTs is bounded by J, a maximal element of T, and K, a minimal
element of T:

Proposition 2.1. J and K are respectively a maximal and a minimal element of T.

Proof. Let us prove that 1) J is a maximal element of T, and 2) K is a minimal element of T.
1) Let t P T. From definition 2.2, pJ, tq P CJ.

CJ Ď CT Ď C˚T, so pJ, tq P C˚T. So t À J (def. 2.2) and J is a maximal element of T.
2) Conversely, let t P T. From definition 2.2, pt,Kq P CK.

CK Ď CT Ď C˚T, so pt,Kq P C˚T, so K À t (def. 2.2) and K is a maximal element of T.

Let » be the natural equivalence relation over PUTs defined by t » t1 ô t À t1 and t1 À t.
The set of equivalence classes defines a partition of T. Let t P T, we denote rts the equivalence
class to which t belongs, i.e., rts def

“ tt1 P T | t1 » tu.

Definition 2.3 (Equivalence PUTs class set). The equivalence PUTs class set T„ is the quotient
set of T by », i.e., T„ def

“ T{» “ trts | t P Tu. We denote t„ a generic equivalence PUTs class
set. We define a partial order

»

ď over T{» with t„1
»

ď t„2 if and only if Dt1 P t„1 , t2 P t„2 ; t1 À t2.

For instance, figures 2, 3, and 4 visualize equivalence classes using circles. In a same circle,
all the PUTs are equivalent. In the illustrated examples, PUTs pdrizzleq and pScotch mistq are
equivalent.
K is the prime absurd PUT and should by definition have no unit that has it as a type. Thus,

any PUT that is more specific than K should also be absurd. As K is also a minimal element of
T, any PUT which is more specific than K is actually equivalent to K. The equivalence class to
which K belongs is thus called the set of absurd PUTs and denoted K„. Any t P K„ is said to
be absurd and no unit should have this PUT as a type.

Definition 2.4 (Absurd PUT set). The set of absurd PUTs is denoted K„ and is the set:
K„

def
“ rKs.

PUTs may both be considered as a concept (i.e., they have instances), and as a n-ary relation
(i.e., they link instances). Next sections are devoted to PUTs seen as relations.

RR n° 8212



10 Maxime Lefrançois

2.2 PUT Participant Slots (PSlots)
In the theory of semantic actants (c.f., Mel’čuk, 2004a), the Actant Slots (ASlots) of a semantic
unit type pLq correspond roughly to participants of the linguistic situation SIT(L) denoted by
pLq that may be expressed in the sentence in a favoured manner by the lexical unit L. When L
is specialized to L’, the ASlots may change, but participants of SIT(L) are inherited by SIT(L’).
This good property makes us introduce the notion of PSlot 4 of a unit type. As we shall see,
PSlots of a semantic unit type pLq is roughly : the union of pLq’s ASlots and of every semantic
unit type more generic than pLq ’s. Participant positions of pLq thus correspond to a subset of
participants of SIT(L).

The UGs mathematical framework formalizes the notion of PSlot as follows. Every PUT t
has thus zero or more so-called PSlot, which represents slots that instances of t have and which
may be filled by other units. Each PSlots of a PUT has a symbol that is chosen among a set of
so-called Participation Symbols (PSymbols).

Definition 2.5 (set of PSymbols, and PSlots of a PUT). A Participation Symbol (PSymbol) set
is a finite set denoted ST . Any PUT has a set of PSlots which is defined through a mapping ωωω
from T to 2ST . For every t P T, s P ωωωptq means that t has a PSlot with PSymbol s.

For instance, in our example illustrated on figure 2 it is assumed that there is a PSym-
bol what P ST to carry the participation meaning what moves. Moreover, it is assumed and
illustrated that the PUT pfallq has a PSlot having symbol what, i.e., what P ωωωppfallqq.
Note. Let s be a PSymbols. As a shortcut, instead of "PSlot having symbol s", we simply write:
"PSlot s".

We also introduce the notion the root of a PSymbol. Every PSymbol s has a so-called root
in T denoted rootpsq that introduces a PSlot with symbol s. We define the set of PSlots of a
PUT t P T as being the set of PSlots whose root is more general or equivalent to t:

Definition 2.6 (Root of a PSlot). The root of PSlots is defined through a mapping root from ST
to T that links a PSlot s to the PUT that introduces s. The set of PSlots of a PUT t P T is defined
as the set of PSlots whose root is more general than t, i.e., @t P T,ωωωptq def

“ ts P ST | t À rootpsqu.

For instance, so that pfallq has a PSlot what, it must be more specific or equivalent than the
root of what. In our example we chose rootpwhatq “ pmoveq.

In the following, we use "more general" and "more specific" in their weak sense, i.e., respec-
tively "more general or equivalent" and "more specific or equivalent", unless otherwise stated.

If we were to define a PUT more specific than pfallq such as ptumbleq, then it would inherit
the PSlot what. Actually, every PUT more specific than rootpwhatq, and only those PUTs more
specific than rootpwhatq will have a PSlot with symbol what. The following property thus holds:

Proposition 2.2. Let Ó rootpsq be the smallest lower set of T containing rootpsq, i.e., Ó rootpsq def
“

tt P T | t À rootpsqu. For any s P ST , tt P T | s P ωωωptqu “ Ó rootpsq.

Proof. Let s P ST .
Ď: Let t P tt P T | s P ωωωptqu. s P ωωωptq, by definition 2.6, t À rootpsq, so t P Ó rootpsq.
Ě: Let t P Ó rootpsq. t À rootpsq, and by definition 2.6, s P ωωωptq, so t P tt P T | s P ωωωptqu.

In our example illustrated on figure 2, the root of PSymbol what is illustrated by symbol ‹,
and the green zone represents the set of PUTs that have a PSlot what, i.e., the principal lower
set of T generated by rootpwhatq.

4Despite the fact that the Moscow Semantic School likes to distinguish the notions of participants of a situation
vs. semantic actants, we chose to use term participant slot instead of a neologism such that actanciable slot for
instance.

Inria
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K„

J„

‹

‚

‚
‚

‚
‚
‚

‚

‚

pmoveq “ rootpwhatq

pfallq

ptumbleq

prainq

prain cats and dogsq

pdrizzleq

pScotch mistq

ppushq

ppaddleq

tt P T | what P ωωωptqu “ Ó rootpwhatq

Figure 2: Illustration of the set of PUTs that have a PSlot what.

As a direct consequence, as units get more and more specific (i.e., as we go down the hierarchy
of PUTs), the set of PSlots may only increase. We say that PSlots are inherited:

Proposition 2.3. PSlots are inherited, i.e.,

@tx, ty P T such that tx À ty,ωωωptyq Ď ωωωptxq (1)

Moreover, if tx » ty, then ωωωptyq “ ωωωptxq.

Proof. Let tx, ty P T such that tx À ty, and s P ωωωptyq.
Definition 2.6 implies ty À rootpsq. So tx À ty À rootpsq and s P ωωωptxq.
The second result is obtained using twice this first result.

Moreover, as root is a mapping, every PSymbol has a root. Any minimal element of Twill
inherit all the PSlots:

Proposition 2.4. @t P K„, ωωωptq “ ST .

Proof. As K is a minimal element in T, then @s P ST ,K À rootpsq. So s P ωωωpKq. Thus
ωωωpKq “ ST . Now, for all t P K„ we know that t À K, and using proposition 2.3 ST Ď ωωωptq. So
ωωωptq “ ST .

RR n° 8212



12 Maxime Lefrançois

2.3 PUT Hidden Slots (HSlots)
Although the set of PSlots increases as we go down the hierarchy of units due to the introduction
of the new PSlots, the set of ASlots of a unit type remains in the range of one to approximately
six according to the MTT Mel’čuk (2004a,b). Others are still part of the linguistic situation, but
somehow hidden and no-longer expressible in a favoured manner in the natural language utterance
representation. We thus say that those positions among the PSlots that are not actantial are
hidden, and we hence introduce the notion of Hidden Slots (HSlots) of a PUT.

For instance when it drizzles, what moves, i.e., water, is not expressible in a favoured manner
by the lexical unit of type ptypeq anymore. what is thus a HSlot for pdrizzleq.

Like for the root, we consider that every PSymbol s has a set of so-called hiders in T denoted
Hiderspsq that hide a PSlot s, and that the set of HSlots of a PUT t P T is the set of PSlots
that have a hider more general or equivalent to t:

Definition 2.7 (Hiders of a PSymbol, and HSlots of a PUT). The hiders of a PSlot is defined
through a mapping Hiders from ST to 2Ó rootpsqz∅ that links a participation symbol s to the
PUTs that have their PSlot s hidden. The set of HSlots of PUTs is defined through a mapping
ααα from T to 2ST such that @t P T,αααptq def

“ ts P ST | Dth P Hiderspsq, t À thu

In our example, so that the PSlot what cannot be expressed for pdrizzleq, this PUTs must be
more specific than one of the hiders of what. For instance, prainq P Hiderspwhatq. Furthermore,
if we were to define another PUT more specific than prainq such as prain cats and dogsq, then
in every utterance in which a linguistic unit of type prain cats and dogsq would be involved, the
PSlot what is not actantial neither and is thus hidden. The hidden state of the PSlot what
will actually be inherited by every PUT more specific than any PUT in Hiderspwhatq, and only
those PUTs more specific than one PUT of Hiderspwhatq will have PSlot what hidden 5. The
following property thus holds:

Proposition 2.5. Let ÓHiderspsq be the smallest lower set of T that contains Hiderspsq, i.e.,
ÓHiderspsq

def
“ tt P T | Dth P Hiderspsq : t À thu. For any s P ST , tt P T | s P αααptqu “

ÓHiderspsq.

Proof. Let s P ST .
Ď: Let t P tt P T | s P αααptqu. s P αααptq.
By definition 2.7, Dth P Hiderspsq, t À th. Thus t P ÓHiderspsq.
Ě: Let t P ÓHiderspsq. Dth P Hiderspsq, t À th
By definition 2.7, s P αααptq. Thus t P tt P T | s P αααptqu.

In our example illustrated on figure 3, the root of PSymbol what is illustrated by symbol ‹,
circles represent equivalence classes, and the hiders of what are illustrated by symbol �. The
gray zone represents the set of PUTs that have a HSlot what, i.e., the lower set of T generated
by Hiderspwhatq.

As a direct consequence, as units get more and more specific (i.e., as we go down the hierarchy
of PUTs), the set of HSlots may only increase. We say that HSlots are inherited:

Proposition 2.6. Hidden slots are inherited, i.e.,

@tx, ty P T such that tx À ty,αααptyq Ď αααptxq (2)

Moreover, if tx » ty, then αααptyq “ αααptxq.
5The good mathematical properties that this default behaviour brings do not limit the expressivity of our

formalism. Indeed, we shall see later using unit type definitions that it is possible contravene this rule by inserting
a new PSlot that corresponds to the PSlot hidden otherwise.
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pmoveq “ rootpwhatq

pfallq

ptumbleq

prainq

prain cats and dogsq

pdrizzleq

pScotch mistq

ppushq

ppaddleq

tt P T | what P αααptqu “ ÓHiderspwhatq

Figure 3: Illustration of the set of PUTs that have a HSlot what.

Proof. Let tx, ty P T such that tx À ty, and s P αααptyq.
Definition 2.7 implies Dth P Hidersptxq, ty À th. So tx À ty À th and s P αααptxq.
The second result is obtained using twice this first result.

Second, as Hiders is taken in the lower set generated by rootpsq, i.e., 2Ó rootpsqz∅, any hiders
is lower than rootpsq. So the set of HSlots is always a subset of the set of PSlots:

Proposition 2.7. For any PUT t P T, αααptq is a subset of ωωωptq.

Proof. Let t P T, and s P αααptq.
From definition 2.7, Dth P Hiderspsq, t À th.
Then as Hiderspsq P 2Ó rootpsqz∅, we know that t À th À rootpsq.
So by definition 2.6, s P ωωωptq and αααptq Ď ωωωptq.

Finally, as Hiders is a mapping and cannot take value ∅, every PSymbol has at least one
hider. Any minimal element of Twill thus inherit all of the HSlots:

Proposition 2.8. @t P K„, αααptq “ ST .

Proof. Let s P ST .
From definition 2.7 we know that Hiderspsq is not empty and thus Dth P Hiderspsq.
As K À th, then K P ÓHiderspsq and s P αααpKq.
Now, let t P K„, t À K and using proposition 2.6, ST Ď αααptq.
So for all t P K„, ST Ď αααptq, and thus ST “ αααptq.
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2.4 PUT Actant Slots (ASlots)

The set of Actant Slots (ASlots) of a PUT is defined as the set of its participant slots that are
not hidden:

Definition 2.8 (ASlots and valency of a PUT). The set of ASlots of PUTs is defined through
a mapping ααα from T to 2ST such that @t P T,αααptq def

“ ωωωptq ´ αααptq. The number of ASlots of a
PUT t is denoted the valency of t, i.e., valencyptq def

“ |αααptq|.

For instance, ppaddleq inherits PSlots who and what from ppushq, but as PSlots what is
hidden for ppaddleq, then it only has ASlots who.

The following proposition directly derives from definition 2.8:

Proposition 2.9. @t P T,ωωωptq “ αααptq Ÿαααptq, i.e., ωωωptq is the disjoint union of αααptq and αααptq.

Proof. From definition 2.8: @t P T,αααptq “ ωωωptq ´αααptq ô @t P T,ωωωptq “ αααptq Ÿαααptq

Furthermore, due to propositions 2.2 and 2.5, we know that any PUT with ASlot what is
in lower set Ó rootpwhatq and is not in lower set ÓHiderspwhatq. So the following proposition
holds:

Proposition 2.10. For any s P ST ,

tt P T | s P αααptqu “ Ó rootpsq ´ ÓHiderspsq “ tt P T | t À rootpsq and @th P Hiderspsq, t Â thu
(3)

Proof. Let s P ST .
Ď: Let t P tt P T | s P αααptqu. s P αααptq.
By definition 2.8, s P ωωωptq ´αααptq.
By definition 2.6 and proposition 2.7, s À rootpsq and @th P Hiderspsq, t Â th.
So t P Ó rootpsq ´ ÓHiderspsq.
Ě: Let t P Ó rootpsq ´ ÓHiderspsq.
s À rootpsq and @th P Hiderspsq, t Â th.
By definition 2.6 and proposition 2.7, s P ωωωptq and s R αααptq.
So s P αααptq, and t P tt P T | s P αααptqu.

In our example illustrated on figure 4, the root of PSymbol what is illustrated by symbol ‹,
circles represent equivalence classes, and the hiders of what are illustrated by symbol �. The
yellow zone represents the set of PUTs that have a ASlot what, i.e., the difference between the
lower set of T generated by rootpwhatq, and the lower set of T generated by Hiderspwhatq.
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pmoveq “ rootpwhatq
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prain cats and dogsq

pdrizzleq

pScotch mistq

ppushq

ppaddleq

tt P T | what P αααptqu “ Ó rootpwhatq ´ ÓHiderspwhatq

Figure 4: Illustration of the set of PUT that have ASlots what.

Thus in accordance with the MTT, ASlots are not always inherited by PUTs: they may be
introduced, be inherited for a while, and disappear. Now from propositions 2.3 and 2.6, one
concludes that two equivalent PUTs share the same set of ASlots:

Proposition 2.11. @t, t1 P T such that t » t1, αααptq “ αααpt1q.

Proof. From definition 2.8, αααptq “ ωωωptq ´αααptq.
Moreover, from propositions 2.3 and 2.6, ωωωpt1q “ ωωωptq and αααpt1q “ αααptq.
So ωωωpt1q “ ωωωptq.

Finally, from propositions 2.4 and 2.8, one concludes that any absurd PUT has no ASlot:

Proposition 2.12. @t P K„,αααptq “ ∅.

Proof. Let t P K„. From definition 2.8 and propositions 2.4 and 2.8, αααptq “ ST ´ ST “ ∅.
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2.5 PUT Signatures
For any PUT, not any unit may fill one of its specific ASlot. For instance, any unit that fills
ASlot what of a unit with type pmoveq should be of type pobjectq, and absolutely not of type
pideaq nor peatq. Signatures enable the assertion of what type fillers of PSlots are.

As PUTs get more and more specific, the signature of a given common ASlot may only become
more and more specific. For instance, any unit that fills ASlot what of a unit with type pmoveq
should be of type pobjectq, but only units with type pweighing objectq may fill ASlots what of a
unit with type pfallq.

Moreover, when a PSlot becomes hidden, its signature still is relevant and may be further
restricted. For instance, although PSlot what is hidden for prainq, any unit that fills that HSlot
should be of type pwater dropsq. And for pdrizzleq it becomes psmall water dropsq.

Definition 2.9 (Signatures of PUTs). The set of signatures of PUTs tςςςtutPT is a set of functions
from ST to 2T. For every PUT t, ςςςt is a function with domainpςςςtq “ ωωωptq that associates to each
PSlot s of t a set of PUT ςςςtpsq that characterize the type units that may fill this slot should be.
The set of signatures tςςςtutPT must be such that for all t1, t2 P T, and s P ST such that t1 À t2
and s P ωωωpt2q, @t12 P ςςςt2psq, Dt11 P ςςςt1psq : t11 À t12.

The above definition is complex due to the fact that important notions will be introduced in
next section. We will see that 2T is the set of so-called CUTs, and thus the signature ςςςt of t is
a CUT. Moreover, when the pre-order relation

X

À over the set of CUTs will be introduced, we
will see that @t12 P ςςςt2psq, Dt11 P ςςςt1psq : t11 À t12 implies ςςςt1psq

X

À ςςςt2psq. Thus the set of signatures
tςςςtutPT must be such that for all t1, t2 P T, and s P ST such that s P ωωωpt2q,

t1 À t2 ñ ςςςt1psq
X

À ςςςt2psq (4)
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3 Conjunctive Unit Types (CUTs)
In the Meaning-Text Theory (MTT), a unit may actually have multiple types. For instance, a
unit may have a have a lexical unit type and multiple grammatical unit types for instance, like
trdefsG, rUSAsL

u for "the USA".
In section 3.1 we hence introduce the set of Conjunctive Unit Type (CUT) as the set of all

subsets of T, and will define the set of asserted absurd CUT set, which is a set of combinations
of PUTs that may not have instances.

Any CUT may also be seen both as a concept and as a n-ary relation, inheriting as such its
constituting PUTs Participant Slots (PSlots), and Hidden Slots (HSlots) (but not their Actant
Slots (ASlots) !). Section 3.2 introduces slots and signatures for CUTs.

Then, section 3.3 introduces a specialization pre-order over CUTs, which is build from the pre-
order over constituent PUTs, asserted absurd CUTs and absurd signatures. A natural definition
of absurd CUTs is then given.

Finally, a first definition of the hierarchy of CUTs is introduced in 3.4.

3.1 Definition of CUTs
A unit has multiple types. For instance trdefsG, rUSAsL

u for "the USA" is composed of a lexical
unit type rUSAsL and a grammatical unit type rdefsG. We hence introduce the set of possible
Conjunctive Unit Type (CUT) which is the powerset of T, i.e., the set of all subsets of T:

Definition 3.1 (CUT set over T). The CUT set over T is the set of all subsets of T, i.e.,
TX def

“ 2T. Every element in TX is denoted both CUT and by the set itself. JX “ tJu is denoted
the prime universal CUT, and KX “ tKu the prime absurd CUT. Any singleton CUT ttu is said
to be primitive, i.e., a primitive CUT.

Some CUTs such as trdefsG, rindefsGu are said to be absurd. This means there is no unit that
has both types rdefsG and rindefsG. Asserted absurd CUT set is defined as follows:

Definition 3.2 (Asserted absurd CUT set). The set of asserted absurd CUTs is a set of CUTs
that is denoted K[asserted. And K

[
asserted Ď TX.

3.2 CUT Slots and Signatures
PSlots, HSlots, ASlots and signatures are naturally extended to CUTs.

For instance, consider a CUT tX “ tpmoveq, pquickqu. tX contains the PUT pmoveq, and as
what P ωωωppmoveqq, what corresponds to a participant of SIT(move). As SIT(move,quick) is a
specialization of SIT(move), we consider that what is also a PSlot of tX:

Definition 3.3 (Participant Slots of CUTs). The set of PSlots of CUTs is defined through a
mapping ωωωX from TX to 2ST Such that @tX P TX,ωωωXptXq def

“
Ť

tPtX ωωωptq.

Now, consider CUT tX “ tpmoveq, prainqu. PSlot what is hidden for prainq, but is not for
pmoveq. PSlot what is a PSlot for tX and we consider that being hidden has priority over being
an actant:

Definition 3.4 (Hidden Slots of a CUTs). The set of HSlots of CUTs is defined through a
mapping αααX from TX to 2ST Such that @tX P TX,αααXptXq def

“
Ť

tPtX αααptq.

Naturally, a HSlot is a hidden PSlot, so it is a PSlot. The following proposition underlines
the fact that the previous definitions are coherent with this natural thought:
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Proposition 3.1. For any CUT tX P TX, αααXptXq is a subset of ωωωXptXq.

Proof. Let tX P TX and s P αααXptXq.
By definition 3.4, Dt P tX, s P αααptq.
From proposition 2.7, s P ωωωptq.
By definition 3.3, s P ωωωXptXq.

Finally, similarly as for PUTs, the ASlots of a CUT is defined as the difference between the
set of PSlots and the set of HSlots:

Definition 3.5 (Actant Slots of a CUTs). The set of ASlots of CUTs is defined through a
mapping αααX from TX to 2ST Such that @tX P TX,αααXptXq def

“ ωωωXptXq ´αααXptXq.

Just like for PUTs, any PSlot is either an actant, or hidden:

Proposition 3.2. @tX P TX,ωωωXptXq “ αααXptXq ŸαααXptXq, i.e., ωωωXptXq is the disjoint union of
αααXptXq and αααXptXq.

Proof. From proposition 4.6,
@tX P TX,αααXptXq “ ωωωXptXq ´αααXptXq ô @tX P TX,ωωωXptXq “ αααXptXq ŸαααXptXq.

Signatures are also naturally extended to CUTs, but for the PSlot what for instance, we must
take the union of signatures of PUTs constituents over a more complex set: the set of PUTs that
have the PSlot what: tt P tX | what P ωωωptqu:

Definition 3.6 (Signature of a CUT). The set of signatures of CUTs tςςςXtXutXPTX is a set of
functions from ST to TX. For every CUT tX, ςςςXtX is a function with domainpςςςXtXq “ ωωωXptXq such
that for all s in ωωωXptXq, ςςςXtXpsq

def
“

Ť

tPtX|sPωωωptq ςςςtpsq.

Straightforwardly, the only PSlots of a singleton CUT are the PSlots of its single PUT element:

Proposition 3.3. For all t P T, all of the following is true:

• ωωωXpttuq “ ωωωptq.

• αααXpttuq “ αααptq.

• αααXpttuq “ αααptq.

• for all s P ωωωptq, ςςςX
ttupsq “ ςςςtpsq

Proof. Let t P T.
1) ωωωXpttuq “

Ť

tPttuωωωptq “ ωωωptq;
2) αααXpttuq “

Ť

tPttuαααptq “ αααptq;
3) αααXpttuq “ ωωωXpttuq ´αααXpttuq “ ωωωptq ´αααptq “ αααptq.
4) let s P ωωωptq. t P tt P tX | s P ωωωptqu, so ςςςX

ttupsq “
Ť

tPttu|sPωωωptq ςςςtpsq “ ςςςtpsq.
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3.3 Pre-order over CUTs
In this section we define a Pre-order over TX which models a specialization relation, e.g.,
tphappyq, pcatqu

X

À tphasMoodq, panimalqu means that tphappyq, pcatqu is more specific (seman-
tically) than tphasMoodq, panimalqu.

Let us first introduce the definition of an iterative construction process of a comparisons set
over TX, and we will describe the intuitive meaning of every element of this definition just after:

Definition 3.7 (Comparisons set over TX). Let pCXn qnPN be a sequence of comparisons sets over
TX, i.e., for all n P N, CXn Ď TX2, defined by

• for i “ 0, CX0
def
“ CXÀ YCXJ YCXK , where:

CXÀ
def
“ tptXy , t

X
x q P TX2

| @ty P t
X
y , Dtx P t

X
x : tx À tyu (5)

CXJ
def
“ tpJX,∅qu (6)

CXK
def
“ tpKX, tXq P TX2

| tX P K[assertedu (7)

• for all i ą 0, CXi
def
“ CXi´1 YCXςςς i

YCX`i
where:

CXςςς i

def
“ tpKX, tXq P TX2

| Ds P ωωωXptXq, pKX, ςςςXtXpsqq P CXi´1u (8)

CX`i

def
“ tptXz , t

X
x q P TX2

| DtXy P TX, ptXz , t
X
y q P CXi´1 and ptXy , t

X
x q P CXi´1u (9)

The sequence pCXn q is a bounded monotonic increasing sequence, i.e., for all n P N, CXn Ď CXn`1 Ď

TX2, so it is convergent. The least upper bound of the sequence pCXn qnPN is denoted CX: the
comparisons set over TX.

The intuitive meaning of the iterative construction process is the following:

• CXÀ represents the natural extension of a pre-order over a set to a pre-order over its powerset;

• CXJ is introduced to flatten the top of the powerset so that JX is the most generic CUT;

• CXK is introduced to flatten the bottom of the powerset so that any asserted absurd CUT
is considered as a minimal CUT (a most specific CUT);

• CXςςς i
represents the fact that if a signature of a CUT for a given PSlot is absurd, then that

CUT is absurd;

• CX`i
transitively closes the set of comparisons CX.

It is a well know result that CXÀ defines a pre-order over 2T (i.e., it is reflexive and transitive),
let us recall how this result is obtained:

Proposition 3.4. CXÀ is reflexive and transitive.

Proof. Reflexivity: Let tX P TX.
@t P tX, Dt1p“ tq P tX : t1 À t.
So ptX, tXq P CXÀ.
Transitivity: Let tXx , tXy , tXz P TX such that ptXz , tXy q P CXÀ, and ptXy , tXx q P CXÀ.
@tz P t

X
z , Dty P t

X
y : ty À tz, and @t1y P tXy , Dtx P tXx : tx À t1y.

Let t1y “ ty, then @tz P tXz , Dtx P tXx : tx À tz,
and thus ptXz , tXx q P CXÀ.
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Now from that result and the construction process of CX, we may prove the reflexivity and
the transitivity of CX:

Proposition 3.5. CX is reflexive and transitive.

Proof. As CXÀ Ď CX and CXÀ is reflexive, then CX is reflexive.
Transitivity is obtained from CX` in the construction process of CX.

Now that we know CX is reflexive and transitive, it defines a pre-order relation over TX:

Definition 3.8 (Pre-order relation over TX). CX is a binary relation over TXwhich is transitive
and reflexive. So it defines a pre-order relation

X

À over TX, i.e., tXx
X

À tXy if and only if ptXy , tXx q P
CX.

The following proposition underlines sufficient conditions so that a CUT is more specific than
another CUT. Each of these conditions is the expression of one of the intuitive meaning of the
elements in the construction process of the comparisons set over TX:

Proposition 3.6. The pre-order relation
X

À is such that:

• Extension of À For all tXx , tXy P T
X, if @ty P tXy , Dtx P tXx : tx À ty, then tXx

X

À tXy ;

• Top CUT ∅
X

À JX;

• Asserted absurd types For all tX P K[asserted, t
X

X

À KX;

• Absurd signatures For all tX P TX, if there exists s P ωωωXptXq such that ςςςXtXpsq
X

À KX,
then tX

X

À KX;

Proof. Extension of À: For all tXx , tXy P TX, if @ty P tXy , Dtx P tXx : tx À ty, then ptXy , tXx q P CXÀ Ď
CX, so tXx

X

À tXy .
Top CUT: We know that pJX,∅q P CX, so ∅

X

À JX.
Asserted absurd types: For all tX P K[asserted, pK

X, tXq P CXK Ď CX, so tX
X

À KX.
Absurd signatures: For all tX P TX, if there exists s P ωωωXptXq such that ςςςXtXpsq

X

À KX, then
pKX, ςςςXtXpsqq P CX. There exists n P N such that pKX, ςςςXtXpsqq P CXn , and thus for n ` 1,
pKX, tXq P CXςςς n`1

Ď CX. So tX
X

À KX.

In the mathematical theory of categories, pre-ordered sets has category denoted Ord with
monotonic functions as homomorphisms. In our case here, we have two pre-ordered sets: the
powerset of TX with the inclusion relation pTX,Ďq and the powerset of TX with the specialization
relation pTX,

X

Àq. The morphism f that maps one onto the other and such that fptXq “ tX is
anti-monotonic:

Proposition 3.7. The function f : pTX,Ďq Ñ pTX,
X

Àq such that fptXq “ tX is an anti-
monotonic pre-order homomorphism, i.e., for all tXx , tXy P T

X, tXx Ď tXy ñ tXy
X

À tXx .

Proof. Let tXx , tXy P TX such that tXx Ď tXy . Then @tx P tXx , tx P tXy .
Thus @tx P tXx , Dtyp“ txq P t

X
y : ty À tx, so by proposition 3.6, tXy

X

À tXx .

The set of comparisons CX is constructed such that the top (the less specific CUTs) and
the bottom (the most specific CUTs) of the pre-ordered set pTX,

X

Àq is flattened. The following
proposition underlines the important maximal and minimal elements of pTX,

X

Àq.

Proposition 3.8. JX and ∅ are maximal elements in TX, and T, KX, and K„ are minimal
elements in pTX,

X

Àq.
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Proof. Let tX P TX.
∅: ∅ Ď tX, so using proposition 3.7: tX

X

À ∅.
JX: Let tX ‰ ∅. We know that for all t P T, t À J, so for J in JX, Dt P tX : t À J.
So using proposition 3.6, tX

X

À JX.
As we moreover know that ∅

X

À JX, then for all tX P TX, tX
X

À JX.
T: tX Ď T, so using proposition 3.7: T

X

À tX.
KX: Let tX ‰ ∅. We know that for all t P T, K À t, so for all t P tX,K À t.
So using proposition 3.6, KX

X

À tX.
As we moreover know that ∅ is a maximal element, KX

X

À ∅, then for all tX P TX, KX
X

À tX.
K„: We know that K P K„, so item above also applies for K„, i.e.,
for tX ‰ ∅, @t P tX, Dt1p“ Kq P K„ : t1 À t, and K„

X

À ∅
So for all tX P TX, K„

X

À tX.

We introduce the natural equivalence relation X
» defined by tXx

X
» tXy ô tXx

X

À tXy and tXy
X

À tXx .
Elements in the flattened bottom of the pre-ordered set pTX,

X

Àq are not only the most specific
CUTs, but they all are considered absurd, and may not have instances.

Definition 3.9 (Absurd CUT set). The set of absurd CUTs is denoted K[ and is the set:
K[

def
“ ttX P TX | tX X

» KXu.

Naturally, the prime absurd CUT, KX, is absurd.
The property of being absurd is hereditary: if a CUT tX is absurd, all conjunctive types lesser

than tX are also absurd. For instance if trdefsG, rindefsGu is asserted to be absurd and rUSAsL

À rdefsG, then trUSAsL, rindefsGu is absurd.
What is not automatic for PUT, is the fact that if a PUT has an absurd signature, then it

is absurd. Consider for instance that one wants to define prain-hailq as being a specialization of
both prainq and phailq. From definition 2.9, prain-hailq has a PSlot what, whose signature is the
union of those of prainq and phailq:

ςςςprain-hailqpwhatq “ ςςςprainqpwhatq Y ςςςphailqpwhatq

“ tpwaterq, pliquidqu Y tpwaterq, psolidqu

“ tpwaterq, pliquidq, psolidqu

If one asserted that tpliquidq, psolidqu is absurd and as being absurd is hereditary, the signature
of PUT prain-hailq is absurd. Yet, PUT is not automatically absurd. Equation 8 in the definition
of the pre-order

X

À enables PUT tprain-hailqu to be absurd as it should be.
Finally, if one asserts that JX P K[asserted, then the whole hierarchy collapses and K[ “ TX.

Same goes if tX P TX such that JX
X

À tX, and s P ωωωXptXq such that ςςςXtXpsq
X

À KX. Then from
proposition 3.6, tX

X

À KX, and by the pre-order transitivity, K[ “ TX. Such situations must
absolutely be avoided.
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3.4 CUTs Hierarchy
We are now ready to introduce the CUT hierarchy, core of the UGs mathematical framework.

Definition 3.10 (CUT hierarchy). A CUT hierarchy
T X “ pTdeclared, Casserted,K

[
asserted,ST , root,Hiders, tςςςtutPTq, is composed of:

• Tdeclared a set of declared PUTs;

• Casserted a set of asserted comparisons;

• K[asserted a set of asserted absurd CUTs.

• ST a set of participation symbols;

• root a mapping that associates to each PSlot its root PUT

• Hiders a mapping that associates to each PSlot the set of its hider PUTs;

• tςςςtutPT the set of signatures of PUTs;

The CUTs hierarchy is the minimal set of mathematical objects that is necessary to form the
consistent core of the UG formalism.
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4 Characterizing CUTs
This section introduces remarkable aspects of the CUTs.

First, for two CUTs tXx , tXy P TX and according to the construction of the pre-order over
CUTs, we introduce in §4.1 the necessary condition to have tXx

X

À tXy .
Second, now that the pre-order

X

À is introduced, we will see in §4.2 that most properties of
PUTs slots and signatures are valid for CUTs slots and signatures, except for some deteriorated
cases.

Next, §4.3 introduces a natural equivalence relation over the set of CUTs, and the partially
ordered set of equivalent classes of CUTs.

Finally, §4.4 and 4.5 are devoted to the introduction of remarkable subsets of CUTs that will
be important later on for the UGs mathematical framework.

4.1 Necessary Conditions to Compare Two CUTs
The pre-order

X

À over CUTs is slightly more complex than the simple natural extension of a
pre-order over a set to a pre-order over its powerset. The necessary condition to have two CUTs
tXx , t

X
y P TX comparable may be stated as follows:
If tXx

X

À tXy , then at least one of the following is true:

• tXx is absurd;

• tXx is the empty set (and thus tXy is a maximal element of TX);

• tXx is naturally more specific than tXy , i.e., according to the natural extension of a pre-order
over a set to a pre-order over its powerset.

Or more formally:

Proposition 4.1. Let tXx , tXy P T
X. if tXx

X

À tXy , then at least one of the following is true:

• tXx
X
» KX;

• tXx “ ∅ (and thus JX X
» tXy );

• @ty P tXy , Dtx P tXx : tx À ty (i.e., ptXy , tXx q P C
X
À).

Proof. Let tXx , tXy P TX.
As JX (resp. KX) is a maximal (resp. minimal) element of TX,
JX

X

À tXy implies JX X
» tXy (resp. tXx

X

À KX implies tXx
X
» KX).

So it is sufficient to prove that one of the following is true:
i) tXx

X

À KX, ii) tXx “ ∅ (and thus JX
X

À tXy ), or iii) ptXy , tXx q P CXÀ.

CX is the limit the sequence pCXn q, so let n P N be such that ptXy , tXx q P CXn and ptXy , tXx q R CXn´1.
We assume that tXx

X

Â KX, ptXy , tXx q R CXÀ, and that either JX
X

Â tXy or tXx ‰ ∅.

1) If ptXy , tXx q P CXςςς n
, then tXx

X

À KX.
This is impossible, so ptXy , tXx q P CX`n

and there exists tX P TX such that ptXy , tXq P CXn´1 and ptX, tXx q P
CXn´1.
As CXn´1 Ď CX, tXx

X

À tX.
If tX

X

À KX, then tXx
X

À KX which is impossible.
So we know that tX

X

Â KX.
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2) From proposition 3.4, we know that CXÀ is transitive. So either 2a) ptX, tXx q R CXÀ, or 2b)
ptXy , t

Xq R CXÀ.
2a) In this case, consider m ď n´ 1 such that ptX, tXx q P CXm and ptX, tXx q R CXm´1.

We still have tXx
X

Â KX and we have now ptX, tXx q R CXÀ.
2b) In this case, consider m ď n´ 1 such that ptXy , tXq P CXm and ptXy , tXq R CXm´1.

We just showed in 1) that tX
X

Â KX and we have now ptXy , tXq R CXÀ.

3) In both cases 2a) and 2b), the possibility of our hypothesis depend on the possibility of our
hypothesis with different CUTs, and with a strictly lower natural number m ă n.
Thus for each exploratory branch, at some point we will reach the case where (for instance for
tXa and tXb ): pt

X
b , t

X
a q P CX0 , tXa

X

Â KX so pKX, tXa q R CXK , and ptXb , t
X
a q R CXÀ. So ptXb , t

X
a q P CXJ .

Neither JX
X

Â tXb nor tXb ‰ ∅ is compatible with this last statement, so we highlighted a contra-
diction.

As a conclusion, if tXx
X

À tXy , it is impossible that all of the following is false :
i) tXx

X

À KX, ii) tXx “ ∅, iii) ptXy , tXx q P CXÀ.

4.2 Properties of CUT Slots and Signatures
Now that the pre-order

X

À is introduced, we will see how the properties of PUTs slots and
signatures are valid for CUTs slots and signatures except for specific deteriorated cases: the void
CUT and absurd CUTs.

Participant Slots First, remember proposition 2.2 and the fact that the PSlot what is in-
herited by every PUT more specific than rootpwhatq, and only those PUTs more specific than
rootpwhatq have a PSlot with symbol what. From the definition of PSlots of CUTs, this property
is also valid for CUTs:

If tXx “ tpfall
q, ppastqu and tXy “ tpmovequ, then tXx

X

À tXy , and in every linguistic situation in
which a linguistic unit of type tXx would be involved, there would still be something that moves.
Apart for some deteriorated cases, the PSlot what is inherited by every CUT more specific than
the CUT trootpwhatqu, and only those CUTs more specific than trootpwhatqu will have a PSlot
with symbol what. The following property thus holds:

Proposition 4.2. Let ÓX rootpsq be the smallest lower set of TX that contains trootpsqu:

ÓX rootpsq
def
“ ttX P TX | tX

X

À trootpsquu (10)

For any s P ST , the following holds:

ttX P TX | s P ωωωXptXqu Y K[z∅ “ ÓX rootpsqz∅ (11)

Proof. Let s P ST .
Ď1: Let tX P ttX P TX | s P ωωωXptXqu.
By definition 3.3, Dt P tX, s P ωωωptq. So tX ‰ ∅.
On the other hand, from definition 2.6, t À rootpsq.
By proposition 3.6, tX

X

À trootpsqu so tX P ÓX rootpsq.
So tX P ÓX rootpsqz∅, and ttX P TX | s P ωωωXptXqu Ď ÓX rootpsqz∅.
Ď2: Let tX P K[z∅. tX

X

À KX which is a minimum element in TX.
So tX

X

À trootpsqu and tX P ÓX rootpsq and tX P ÓX rootpsqz∅.
So K[z∅ Ď ÓX rootpsqz∅.
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Ě: Let tX P ÓX rootpsqz∅. tX
X

À trootpsqu.
We use proposition 4.1, so at least one of the following is true:

i) tX
X

À KX: then tX P K[. And as tX ‰ ∅, tX P K[z∅.
ii) tX “ ∅: impossible case.
iii) Dt P tX : t À rootpsq: then using definition 2.6, Dt P tX : s P ωωωptq, and by definition 3.3,

s P ωωωXptXq. So tX P ttX P TX | s P ωωωXptXqu.

One may have noticed that two kinds of CUTs are not considered here: the CUT ∅, and any
absurd CUT tX P K[:

• the CUT ∅: a problem would arise for instance with s P ST such that rootpsq “ J. By
construction of the pre-order

X

À, ∅
X

À JX, yet ∅ has no PSlot (ωωωXp∅q “
Ť

tP∅ωωωptq “ ∅).
So s R ωωωXp∅q and some PSlots may not be inherited from the CUT ∅;

• any absurd CUT tX P K[: problems arise for any s P ST such that s R ωωωXtX. By
construction of the pre-order

X

À, tX
X

À KX, yet, from propositions 2.4 and 3.3, ωωωXpKXq “ ST .
So some PSlots are not inherited among absurd CUTs.

In fact, these two deteriorated cases are not considered in all of the following properties of
this section.

As CUTs get more and more specific (i.e., as we go down the hierarchy of CUTs), the set of
PSlots may only increase. PSlots are inherited also for CUTs, as long as they are not the empty
conjunctive unit type, or absurd types.

Proposition 4.3. PSlots are inherited as long as CUTs are not absurd and are not ∅, i.e.,
@tXx P T

X
z∅´K[, and tXy P T

X,

tXx
X

À tXy ñ ωωωXptXy q Ď ωωωXptXx q (12)

Proof. Let tXx P TXz∅´K[ and tXy P TX such that tXx
X

À tXy .
Let s P ωωωXptXy q. By definition 3.3, Dt P tXy , s P ωωωptq.
We use proposition 4.1, but as tXx R K[ and tXx ‰ ∅, tXx

X

À tXy simply implies: @ty P tXy , Dtx P tXx :

tx À t. So Dtx P tXx : tx À ty.
Using proposition 2.3, s P ωωωptxq, and using definition 3.3, s P ωωωXptXx q.

Hidden Slots Next, consider the CUT tprainqu. PSlot what is hidden for prainq, so is it for
tprainqu.

Consider any CUT more specific than tprainqu such as tprainq, ppastqu. tprainq, ppastqu does
not have what as an actant slot. The hidden state of the PSlot what will thus be inherited by
every CUT more specific than any CUT in the set of singletons ttHiderspwhatquu, and only those
CUTs more specific than one CUT of ttHiderspwhatquu will have PSlot what hidden. With the
exception, of course, of the CUT ∅, and any absurd CUT tX P K[. The following property thus
holds:

Proposition 4.4. Let ÓXHiderspsq be the lower set of TX generated by ttthuuthPHiderspsq, i.e.,

ÓXHiderspsq
def
“ ttX P TX | Dth P Hiderspsq : tX

X

À tthuu (13)

For any s P ST , the following holds:

ttX P TX | s P αααXptXqu Y K[z∅ “ ÓXHiderspsqz∅ (14)
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Proof. Let s P ST .

Ď1: Let tX P ttX P TX | s P αααXptXqu.
a) By definition 3.4, Dt P tX, s P αααptq. So tX ‰ ∅.
b) On the other hand, from definition 2.7, Dth P Hiderspsq, t À th. Thus using proposition 3.6
tX

X

À tthu, and tX P ÓXHiderspsq.
So tX P ÓXHiderspsqz∅, and ttX P TX | s P αααXptXqu Ď ÓXHiderspsqz∅.

Ď2: Let tX P K[z∅.
tX

X

À KX which is a minimum element in TX.
So @th P Hiderspsq, tX

X

À tthu, i.e., tX P ÓXHiderspsq.
As we chose that tX can’t be ∅, then tX P ÓXHiderspsqz∅.
So K[z∅ Ď ÓXHiderspsqz∅.

Ě: Let tX P ÓXHiderspsqz∅.
Dth P Hiderspsq, t

X
X

À tthu.
We use proposition 4.1, so at least one of the following is true:

i) tX X
» KX: then tX P K[ and tX P K[z∅.

ii) tX “ ∅: impossible case.
iii) Dt P tX : t À th: then by definition 2.7 Dt P tX : s P αααptq, and by definition 3.4, s P αααXptXq.

So tX P ttX P TX | s P αααXptXqu
So tX P ttX P TX | s P αααXptXqu Y K[z∅.

As a direct consequence, as CUTs get more and more specific (i.e., as we go down the hierarchy
of CUTs), the set of HSlots may only increase. HSlots are thus inherited also for CUTs, as long
as they are not the empty conjunctive unit type, or absurd types:

Proposition 4.5. Hidden slots are inherited as long as CUTs are not absurd and are not ∅,
i.e., @tXx P T

X
z∅´K[ and tXy P T

X,

tXx
X

À tXy ñ αααXptXx q Ď αααXptXy q (15)

Proof. Let tXx P TXz∅´K[ and tXy P TX such that tXx
X

À tXy .
Let s P αααXptXy q. By definition 3.4, Dt P tXy , s P αααptq.
From proposition 4.1 and the facts that tXx R K[ and tXx ‰ ∅, we know that tXx

X

À tXy simply
implies @ty P tXy , Dtx P tXx : tx À ty. So Dtx P tXx : tx À t.
Using proposition 2.6, s P αααptxq, and using definition 3.4, s P αααXptXx q.

Actant Slots Furthermore, due to propositions 4.2 and 4.4, we know that apart from absurd
CUTs and ∅, any CUT with ASlot what is in lower set ÓX rootpwhatq and is not in lower set
ÓXHiderspwhatq. So the following proposition holds:

Proposition 4.6. For any s P ST ,

ttX P TX | s P αααXptXqu Y K[z∅
“ pÓX rootpsqz∅´ ÓXHiderspsqz∅q Y K[z∅

“

!

tX P TX | tX
X

À trootpsqu and @th P Hiderspsq, tX
X

Â tthu
)

YK[z∅
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Proof. We use propositions 2.10, 4.2 and 4.4:

ttX P TX | s P αααXptXqu Y K[z∅
“ ttX P TX | s P ωωωXptXq ´αααXptXqu Y K[z∅
“ pttX P TX | s P ωωωXptXqu ´ ttX P TX | s P αααXptXquq Y K[z∅
“ ppttX P TX | s P ωωωXptXqu Y K[z∅q ´ pttX P TX | s P αααXptXqu Y K[z∅qq Y K[z∅
“ pÓX rootpsqz∅´ ÓXHiderspsqz∅q Y K[z∅

Signatures Just like for PUTs, as CUTs get more and more specific, the signature of a given
common PSlot may only become more and more specific:

Proposition 4.7. For all tXx P T
X
z∅´K[, tXy P T

X and s P ST such that s P ωωωXptXy q,

tXx
X

À tXy ñ ςςςXtXx psq
X

À ςςςXtXy psq (16)

Proof. Let tXx P TXz∅´K[ and tXy P TX and s P ST such that tXx
X

À tXy and s P ωωωXptXy q.
1) Let ta P ςςςXtXy psq. Using definition 3.6, Dtb P tXy : s P ωωωptbq and ta P ςςςtbpsq.
2) We use tXx

X

À tXy and proposition 4.1.
As tXx R K[ and tXx ‰ ∅, we know that @ty P tXy , Dtx P tXx : tx À ty.
We restrict those ty to be such that s P ωωωptyq.
We use definitions 2.9 and proposition 3.6: @ty P tXy such that s P ωωωptyq, there exists tx P tXx such
that @t1 P ςςςty psq, Dt P ςςςtxpsq : t À t1

3) This is rewritten as: @ty P tXy such that s P ωωωptyq,@t1 P ςςςty psq, Dtx, t such that tx P tXx , t P
ςςςtxpsq and t À t1

4) combining 1) and 3) with ty “ tb, and t1 “ ta, one obtains:
Dtb P t

X
y such that s P ωωωptbq and ta P ςςςtbpsq, Dtx, t such that tx P tXx , t P ςςςtxpsq and t À ta

5) So there exists t and tx such that tx P tXx and t P ςςςtxpsq and t À ta,
6) using definition 3.6, t P ςςςXtXx psq. So @ta P ςςς

X
tXy
psq, Dt P ςςςXtXx psq : t À ta, and using proposition 3.6,

ςςςXtXx psq
X

À ςςςXtXy psq.
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4.3 CUT Equivalence Class Sets

Let X
» be the natural equivalence relation defined by tXx

X
» tXy ô

´

tXx
X

À tXy ^ t
X
y

X

À tXx

¯

. The set of

equivalence classes defines a partition of TX. Let tX P TX, we denote rtXs def
“ ttXx P TX | tXx

X
» tXu

the equivalence class to which tX belongs. We will usually use the notation t[ for an unknown
equivalence class.

Definition 4.1 (CUTs equivalence class set). The CUTs equivalence class set T[ is the quotient
set of TX by X

», i.e., T[ def
“ TX{X» “ trtXs | tX P TXu. We define a partial order

[

ď over T[ with
rtXx s

[

ď rtXy s if and only if tXx
X

À tXy .

We define J[ def
“ rJXs the top (less specific) CUTs equivalence class set, and K[ def

“ rKXs the
absurd (most specific) CUTs equivalence class set.

Proposition 4.8. J[ and K[ are respectively the greatest element and the least element of T[.

Proof. J[: From proposition 3.8, JX is a maximal element for
X

À.
So @tX P TX, tX

X

À JX. So @t[ P T[, t[
[

ď J[, and J[ is the greatest element of T[.
K[: From proposition 3.8, KX is a minimal element for

X

À. So @tX P TX,KX
X

À tX.
So @t[ P T[,K[

[

ď t[, so K[ is the least element of T[.

A set of equivalence class CUTs is closed under the union operation:

Proposition 4.9. Let t[ P T[, and tXx , tXy P t[. Then tXx Y tXy P t[.

Proof. Let t[ P T[, and tXx , tXy P t[. We will prove that tXx Y tXy
X
» tXx .

X

À: We know from proposition 3.7 that tXx Ď tXx Y t
X
y implies tXx Y tXy

X

À tXx .
X

Á: We know that tXx
X

À tXy . From proposition 3.6, at least one of the followings holds:
i) tXx

X

À KX: then tXx Y tXy
X
» tXx

X
» KX;

ii) tXx “ ∅: then tXx Y tXy “ tXy
X
» tXx ;

iii) @ty P tXy , Dtx P tXx : tx À ty: So @t P tXx Y tXy , Dtx P tXx : tx À t, and tXx
X

À tXx Y t
X
y .

The following lemma is useful to prove upcoming propositions. It states that adding a PUT
t to a CUT tX does not make it change its equivalence class, provided that t is greater than at
least one PUT in tX:

Lemma 4.10. Let tX P TX and t P T such that Dt1 P tX, t1 À t. Then tX Y ttu X
» tX.

Proof. Let tX P TX and t P T such that @t1 P tX, t1 À t.
X

À: tXy Ď tXy Y ttu so tX Y ttu
X

À tX;
X

Á: tX ‰ ∅. Let t1 P tX Y ttu.
If t1 P tX, then there exists t2p“ t1q P tX : t2 À t1.
If t1 “ t, then there exists t2 P tXt2 À t1.
So @t1 P tX Y ttu, Dt2 P tX : t2 À t1, and tX Y ttu

X

Á tX.
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4.4 Maximal CUTs
CUTs enable a first inference mechanism, which is type inference. If a CUT tXx is lower than tXy ,
then any instance of tXx is also an instance of every PUT in tXy . In this section we consider a
remarkable subset of CUTs that we call the set of maximal CUTs.

Let us first introduce a maximization operator ò that associates to any CUT tX the union of
all CUTs in rtXs:

Definition 4.2 (Maximization operator). The maximization operator ò defined onTX associates
to every CUT tX the CUT ò tX def

“
Ť

tXPrtXs t
X.

The set of maximal CUTs TXmax is then denoted TXmax, and defined as follows:

TXmax “ tò t
X | tX P TXu (17)

In the rest of this section we will list useful facts about the maximization operator ò and the
set of maximal CUTs TXmax.

First, the maximization operator preserves the equivalence class. This means that a CUT tX

and its maximized CUT ò tX are both in the same equivalence class set.

Proposition 4.11. The restriction of the closure operator ò to any CUTs equivalence class set is
an endomorphism of this class, i.e., for all t[ P T[, if tX P t[, then ò tX P t[. Or equivalently,
@tX P TX,ò tX X

» tX.

Proof. Let t[ P T[, and tX P t[. By definition, ò tX is the union of all CUT in t[.
We know from proposition 4.9 that t[ is closed under the union operation, so ò tX P t[.

Next, all CUTs of a given equivalence class set have the same maximized CUTs.

Proposition 4.12. The kernel of the closure operator ò on T is the equivalence relation X
», i.e.,

if tXx
X
» tXy , then ò tXx “ ò tXy

Proof. By definition, if tXx
X
» tXy , then rtXx s “ rtXy s, and ò tXx “ ò tXy

Thus, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of a set of equivalence CUTs class
sets T[ and the set of maximal CUTs TXmax. Moreover, PUTs is a maximal CUT in the sense
that among its equivalence class set, it is the unique CUT that has the maximal cardinality.

Let tX P TX, we denote Ò tX the upper-set of T generated by PUTs in tX, i.e.,

Ò tX
def
“ tt P T | Dt1 P tX, t1 À tu (18)

Proposition 4.13. The maximization operator ò is such that all of the following is true:

• if tX P TXz∅´K[, then ò tX “ Ò tX;

• if tX P K[, then ò tX “ T;

• ò∅ “ òJX;

Proof. Let tX P TX:
1) if tX P TXz∅´K[:
Ď: Let t P ò tX. By definition, DtXx P rtXs, t P tXx . So tX

X
» tXx and tX

X

À tXx .
From proposition 3.6, at least one of the followings holds:

i) tX
X

À KX (impossible from our hypothesis);
ii) tX “ ∅ (impossible from our hypothesis);
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iii) @tx P tXx , Dt1 P tX : t1 À tx. So for t P tXx , Dt1 P tX : t1 À t. And thus t P Ò tX.
Ě: Let t P Ò tX. Then Dt1 P tX, t1 À t. From lemma 4.10, tX Y ttu X

» tX, and thus tX Y ttu P rtXs,
and thus t P ò tX.
2) if tX P K[, then T P rtXs and ò tX “ T;
3) if ∅ X

» JX, then from proposition 4.12, ò∅ “ òJX.

Figure 5 illustrates the most interesting case in proposition 4.13 which is the case where
tX R K[ and tX ‰ ∅: black dots represent PUTs of tX P TX, and the fact that a dot is lower
than another dot roughly means that the former is more specific than the latter. Circles represent
equivalence classes. If tX is a CUT consisting of all the black dots, then the gray zone represents
the set of PUTs that belong to ò tX.

K„

J„

‚
‚‚

‚

‚‚

‚

‚

‚

‚

ò tX

Figure 5: Illustration of a maximal CUT ò tX with tX P TXz∅´K[.

A CUT is thus maximal if and only if: either it is the whole set of PUTs, or it is a non-absurd
non-empty upper set of PUTs:

Proposition 4.14. A CUT tX is maximal if and only if one of the following is true:

• tX “ T,

• tX P TXz∅´K[, and tX is a upper set of T.

Proof. Let us prove both implications:
ñ: If tX is maximal, then there exists tX1 P TX, tX “ ò tX1.

i) if tX1 P K[, then tX “ T;
ii) if tX1 “ ∅, then tX “ òKX, and òKX is either T or a non-empty upper set of T;
iii) if tX1 P TXz∅´K[, then tX is an non-empty upper set of T.

ð:
i) if tX “ T, then for all tX1 P K[, tX “ ò tX1 so tX is maximal;
ii) if tX R K[, and tX is a non-empty upper set of T, then using propositions 4.12 and 4.11,

ò tX “ tX, so tX is maximal.

Remark. Anyways, as T is an upper set of T, every maximal CUT is an upper set of T.

The last result of this section is the fact the operator ò defines a closure operator on T.
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Proposition 4.15. ò is a closure operator on T, i.e., it satisfies the following conditions for all
CUTs tXx , tXy P T

X:

• tXx Ď ò t
X
x , (ò is extensive);

• tXx Ď tXy ùñ ò tXx Ď ò t
X
y , (ò is increasing with respect to Ď);

• òò tXx “ ò tXx , (ò is idempotent);

Proof. 1) Extensive: Let tX P TX. tX P rtXs so from definition 4.2, tX Ď ò tX, and ò is extensive.

2) Increasing w.r.t. Ď: Let tXx , tXy P TX such that tXx Ď tXy .
First, we know from proposition 3.7 that tXy

X

À tXx .
i) If tXy P K[, then ò tXy “ T (prop. 4.13) and ò tXx Ď ò tXy .
ii) If tXx P K[, then so is tXy , and ò tXx “ ò tXy “ T (prop. 4.13).
iii) If tXy “ ∅, then tXx “ tXy “ ∅, and ò tXx “ ò tXy .
iv) If tXy R K[, tXy ‰ ∅, tXx R K[, and tXx ‰ ∅: Let t P ò tXx “ Ò tXx . We know that Dt1 P tXx , t1 À t.
As tXx Ď tXy , then Dt1 P tXy , t1 À t, and t1 P Ò tXy “ ò tXy .
v) If tXx “ ∅, then ò tXx “ òJX. J is a maximal element of T, so using lemma 4.10, tXy

X
» tXy YJ

X,
and from definition 4.2, ò tXy “ ò tXy Y JX. Using items i) to iv), we know that ò tXx “ òJX Ď
ò tXy YJ

X “ ò tXy .
So ò tXx Ď ò tXy , and ò is increasing.

3) Idempotent: Let tX P TX.
i) if tX P K[, then ò tX “ T, and as we know that T P K[, òò tX “ ò tX “ T.
ii) if tX R K[ and tX ‰ ∅, then:
Ě: We know from extensivity of ò that ò tX Ď òò tX.
Ď: Let t P òò tX. ò tX X

» tX so (prop: 4.9 ò tX R K[, and we also know that tX Ď ò tX so
ò tX ‰ ∅. Using upper-set properties: òò tX “ Òò tX “ ÒÒ tX “ Ò tX “ ò tX.
iii) if tX “ ∅, then ò tX “ òKX, and using ii), ò tX “ òKX “ òòKX “ òò tX.

Thus a maximal CUTs tXò is also maximal in the sense that any CUT of its equivalence class
is contained in tXò .
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4.5 Concise CUTs
Concise CUTs will be of special interest in the following of this work. They are those (non-unique)
CUTs that have a minimal cardinality in a given equivalence class:

Definition 4.3 (Concise CUT). Let tX be a CUT. tX is said to be concise if and only if:

• if tX is absurd, then tX “ KX.

• else, @t P tX, Et1 P tX such that t1 ă t and @t, t1 P tX, t fi t1.

Figure 6 below illustrates definition 4.3: black and white dots represent PUTs, and the fact
that a dot is lower than another dot roughly means that the former is more specific than the
latter. Circles represent equivalence classes. If tX is a CUT consisting of all the black and white
dots, then the set of black dots represents a concise CUT that is a subset of tX. In the illustrated
case, there are 2ˆ 1ˆ 2ˆ 1 such concise CUT that are subsets of tX.

K„

J„

‚‚̋
‚

‚̋

˝

˝

˝

˝

Figure 6: Let the union of black and white dots represent a CUT tX. The set of black dots
represents a concise CUT that is a subset of tX.
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5 Unit Graphs (UGs)
In previous sections we introduced the types that nodes of any Unit Graph (UG) have, and that
specify through slots and signatures how these nodes must be linked to other nodes in the graph.
Now is time to introduce the main objects of the Unit Graphs mathematical framework: the
Unit Graphs, such as illustrated in figures 1 and 7.

Unit types specify how units must be linked to other nodes in the unit graph, but units may
also be linked to other units through circumstantial dependencies. Circumstantial dependency
symbols are first introduced in section 5.1.

Then section 5.2 introduce the UGs-support and the UGs themselves in section 5.2.

5.1 Circumstancial Dependency Symbols Hierarchy
Unit types specify how units must be linked to other nodes in the Unit Graphs (UGs). As for
any slot in a predicate, one ASlot of a unit may be filled by only one unit at a time. Now, in
Dependency Grammars, units may be linked through binary relations of a very different nature:
Circumstancial Dependency Symbols (CSymbols). These binary relations are more of the kind
instance-instance than predicate-argument. Such dependencies may be optional or multiple (i.e.,
a unit may govern zero or more other units through relations of a same type). Example of such
relations are the DSynRepresentation relation attr as in figure 7.

We use symbols to distinguish the different kinds of circumstantial dependencies, and thus
introduce a finite set of CSymbols.

Definition 5.1 (Circumstantial Dependency Symbols Set). A CSymbols set is a set of binary
relation symbols denoted SC .

CSymbols are often classified in sets and subsets, we thus take into account this need classi-
fication and hierarchy, and introduce a partial order over the set of CSymbols.

Definition 5.2 (Pre-order over SC). The CSymbols set is pre-ordered by a relation
C
À, which

is induced by a set of asserted comparisons CSC Ď TX. pSC ,CSC q is a directed graph on SC .
The pre-order

C
À is equal to C˚SC

the reflexo-transitive closure of CSC , i.e., @s, s1 P SC , s
1 C
À s iif

ps, s1q P C˚SC
, i.e., s1 is a descendant of s, and s is an ascendant of s1.

Every CSymbol is assigned a signature that specifies what kind of units may be linked trough
a relation having this symbol.

Definition 5.3 (Signature of CSymbols). The set of signatures of CSymbols tσσσsusPSC is a set
of couples in TX2. For every dependency relation symbol s, σσσs

def
“ pdomainpsq, rangepsqq. The

set of signatures tσσσsusPSC must be such that for all s1, s2 P SC such that s1
C
À s2, domainps1q

X

À

domainps2q and rangeps1q
X

À rangeps2q.

We finally introduce the full hierarchy of CSymbols.

Definition 5.4 (CSymbols hierarchy). A Circumstancial Dependency Symbols (CSymbols) hi-
erarchy
C def
“ pSC ,CSC , T X, tσσσsusPSC q, is composed of:

• SC a set of Circumstancial Dependency Symbols (CSymbols);

• CSC a set of asserted comparisons;

• T X “ pTdeclared, Casserted,K
[
asserted,ST , root,Hiders, tςςςtutPTq a Conjunctive Unit Types

(CUTs) hierarchy;

• tσσσsusPSC a set of signatures of the CSymbols;
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5.2 Definition of UGs

The UGs will enable the description of utterance representation at different representation levels.
Parallel with the CGs, UGs are defined over a so-called support, which is composed of a CUTs
hierarchy, a CSymbols hierarchy, and a set of individual markers.

Definition 5.5 (UG-Support). A UG-Support is a tuple S def
“ pT X, C, Iq where:

• T X “ pTdeclared, Casserted,K
[
asserted,ST , root,Hiders, tςςςtutPTq is the CUTs hierarchy ;

• C “ pSC ,CSC , T X, tσσσsusPSC q is the CSymbols hierarchy ;

• I is the set of individual markers, which is disjoint from T, ST and SC . ˚ denotes the
generic marker, with ˚ R I. I Y t˚u denotes the set of markers and is partially ordered as
follows: ˚ is greater than any element in I, and elements in I are pairwise incomparable.

The natural graph representation we will use is a finite oriented labelled multigraph, composed
of unit nodes, participations, and circumstantial dependencies. A unit node is labelled by a couple
composed of a CUT that specifies the nature of the unit that is represented, and a marker that
enables to identify this unit. This marker may be an individual marker if the unit is known,
or the generic marker ˚ if this unit is unknown; Every arc is labelled by a symbol in ST Y SC
that specifies the nature of the link that exists between the unit nodes that this arc connects.
Arcs and their symbols are defined in terms of so-called triples. A UG is thus a combination of
interconnected unit nodes defined over a given UG-Support.

Definition 5.6 (UG). The set of UGs defined over a UG-Support S def
“ pT X, C, Iq is denoted

GpSq and is the set of tuples G def
“ pU,P,Cq where:

• U is the set of unit nodes labelled by a couple ptX,mq P TX ˆ IY t˚u. For all u P U , u is
a unit that has type tX and marker m. We denote tX “ typepuq and m “ markerpuq.

• P is the set of participation triples pu, r, vq P U ˆ ST ˆ U . For all p “ pu, r, vq P P , p
links a unit node u to a unit node v that fills its PSlot r. We denote u “ governorppq,
r “ symbolppq and v “ participantppq. We also denote arcppq “ pu, vq.

• C is the set of circumstantial dependency triples pu, r, vq P U ˆ SC ˆ U . For all c “
pu, r, vq P C, c links a unit node u to a unit node v that u governs with respect to r.
Conversely, v depends on u with respect to r. We denote u “ governorpcq, r “ symbolpcq
and v “ circumstantpcq. We also denote arcpcq “ pu, vq.

• The underlying graph of G denoted graphpGq is a finite, oriented, labelled multigraph
where:

for all u P U , u is a node of graphpGq;

for all p P P , arcppq is an arc of graphpGq labelled by symbolppq;

for all c P C, arcpcq is an arc of graphpGq labelled by symbolpcq;

To distinguish participant and circumstantial dependency triples in a UG, we draw the former
as a double arrow and the latter as a single arrow. For instance, figures below visualizes a UG
that could represent the sentence The cat falls gently of a soft blanket at the DSyn representation

level. In this example, rfalls

present : ˚ is a generic syntactic unit having type the conjunction

of the lexical unit type rfallsL, and the grammatical unit type rpresentsG.
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rfalls

present : ˚

rcats

definite : ˚
rblankets

indefinite : ˚
rgentlys : ˚

rsofts : ˚

i
ii

attr

attr

Figure 7: DSyn Representations of utterance The cat falls gently on a soft blanket

As we shall see, UGs so defined are base objects of the UGs mathematical framework, with
which one may formalize among others:

• utterance representations at different representation levels;

• semantic decompositions of lexical units (for lexicographic definitions);

• premises and conclusions of linguistic and grammatical rules;
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6 Conclusion and perspectives
This research report introduces basics of the UGs mathematical formalism, and we may now
answer to questions that we asked in the introduction:

a) What mathematical structure for a unit types hierarchy and their actant slots ? To take into
account duality of units (concept type and relation), a unit of a UG has a marker that enables
to identify this unit as an instance, and a type. Every type models both a concept type to
which a set of units may belong to. Predicate-argument type relations are symbolized with
Participation Symbols (PSymbols) and we assign to each PSymbol a root PUT rootpsq and
a set of hiders PUTs Hiderspsq. Thus, in the pre-ordered set of PUTs, a PSlots having s
as a PSymbol is introduced by rootpsq, and first defines a ASlot for any PUT more specific
than rrotpsq as long as that PUT is not more specific than one of the elements in Hiderspsq.
If that happens, then the PSlot becomes non-actancial and defines a HSlot. Any PUT that
possesses ASlots thus also models a relation type, that may link every instance of that type
to the set of its actants in the utterance representation. Finally, to every PUT is assigned a
signature that specifies the type of participants of its instances.

b) How to extend the hierarchy of unit types to multi-typing ? PUTs are extended to their
conjunctive version CUTs to model multi-typing. We introduced a set of declared absurd
CUT, and extended definition of slots and signature to CUTs. We then constructed a new
type of pre-order over CUTs so that an absurd signature of a CUT makes that CUT absurd.
Finaly, we showed that mathematical properties of PUTs extend to CUTs.

c) What about circumstantial dependencies ? We introduced a CSymbols hierarchy which is a
pre-ordered set of signed CSymbols.

d) What would be a formal representation of utterance representations ? Finally, UGs are
labelled, oriented, finite multi-graphs, whose nodes are units and arcs are participation or
circumstantial dependency relations. The label of a unit is a couple (CUTs, marker), and
the label of a arc is either a PSymbol or a CSymbol. UGs so defined are base objects of the
UGs mathematical framework, with which one may formalize utterance representations at
different representation levels.

This research report is currently being improved and a second version will answer the following
points:

• PUTs and CSymbols hierarchies enable a first type of reasoning, but we need among other
things lexical and grammatical rules. We will introduce a formalization of rules;

• We already foresee that the PUTs hierarchy contributes to the formal definition of a PUT,
but one needs to formalize unit type definitions as precisely as for the ECD lexicographic
definitions;

• We have not introduced lexical functions despite the fact that they are very important in
the MTT. We think that formalizing lexical functions will lead to a natural classification.

What’s more, we mainly illustrated our work with sense units. We will introduce a special-
ization of the UGs mathematical framework for the MTT, and more specifically the different
representation levels and grammar modules.

Finally, We will specify what logical semantic may be associated with this formalism using
first-order logic and models theory.
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